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50 YEARS

as a trusted
supplier to the
sawmill industry!
with demand for
new plants constantly on the up.
During this period, HEINOLA
has grown into
an expert which
could, with good
reason, be called the chameleon of sawmill industry services. Today we supply our own technology
for almost all sawing processes between debarking
and planing. Over the decades we have been able to
work closely with clients and learn something new
every day about their operations and needs.
Thanks to our expertise and flexibility we have
been able to retain our position, all the while growing as a trusted supplier to the sawmill industry and
a major employer in Päijänne Tavastia. Heinola Sawmill Solutions is a great description of our operations
in the ever-changing world of sawmill needs. With
our past as the foundations, we will continue on
confidently and proudly. We believe that the world
economy will soon improve, giving power to investors and thus maintaining our business with projects
and deliveries.
In connection with this, we are also launching
the slogan Team HEINOLA 50 YEARS of Taking Care,
to show our desire to offer our customers continued
competitiveness and find new solutions for a constantly changing market situation. 
KARI KIISKINEN,
Managing Director

HEINOLA has a milestone on the horizon - one
that’s are well worth commemorating for a number
of reasons. During the 2015 Jyväskylä exhibition,
HEINOLA will be celebrating a major working anniversary, marking 50 years in business. On 3 September 1965 HEINOLA’s predecessor, Plan-Sell Oy,
was founded. On that day, founder Olli Heikinheimo
entered the company into the trade register for businesses.
Operations soon took off, and in summer 1968
the company moved to Heinola. This was by chance,
as Heikinheimo describes it in his book where he
says ‘Tämä on vain liike-elämää’ [‘This is just business’]. The company made huge deals at the time
with the then Soviet Union, and at its peak employed
over 1,100 people. It is particularly noteworthy that,
even during the early stages of the business, the experts of the time were creating new solutions and
technology for the field. These solutions still form the
basis for many sawing processes today. The sawmill
industry has, over the last five decades, seem major
developments with high technology and fast paced
- or even automated - processing replacing the need
to work by hand.
Over the past fifty years, we have been building sawmill industry technology to suit the needs
of their markets and production. We have worked
in every corner of the world, with different sawmills
and different cultures. The efficiency of the plants
has grown significantly as the years have gone by,

HEINOLA

Syncro Cutting
System
HEINOLA Sawmill Machinery Inc. has developed
a new method for double arbor circular saws. We
call this solution the HEINOLA Syncro Cutting
System. In this solution both shafts of the double
arbor saw are installed one on top of the other in
same line. In this way we are able to minimise the
area where the saw blades are in contact with the
wood in the cutting section. This also allows the
outer edges of the saw blades to pass each other
on the cutting section.
This process ensures a very high surface quality in sawn goods and makes it possible to cut the
log along its natural curve. The rollers which steer
the cutting are positioned extremely close to the
cutting section. They follow the shape of the tree
in line with the scanned curve, which creates optimal conditions for curve sawing. The first installations of this solution have been operating very
successfully in production lines. 

Workshop photo from the early days

1970

1965
1965 The start of Plan-Sell
Plan-Sell and Insinööritoimisto
Olli Heikinheimo (Olli Heikinheimo
Engineering Firm) were entered
into the trade register on 3
September 1965.
Source: Tämä on vain liike-elämää, Olli Heikinheimo

1967 It all started with
these package-lifting
clamps

1968 Plan-Sell moves to Heinola

1974 Big deals

Fate brought Plan-Sell to Heinola in autumn 1967. The
industrial building on Tiilitehtaankatu was subject to
a compulsory auction, allowing Plan-Sell to buy the
property in an auction lasting just minutes. Production
began on 1 July 1968 in the 2,000 m2 premises in
Heinola.

Around ten sticker-stacker machines were prepared
for delivery at the same time. DDR, or East Germany,
received two cutting and sorting plants designed to
handle whole trunks. Sweden was also a significant
market area.
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INDUSTRIAL
ROBOT
For the protection of
sawn goods packages
IN collaboration with a partner
specialised in robot applications,
HEINOLA is manufacturing equipment suitable for mechanical protection of sawn goods packages. The solution is being constructed based on
the Kawasaki robot. The device folds
the package’s protective plastic and
binds the ends of the protective plastic automatically. This will allow customers to put an end to the time-consuming and even dangerous working
stage of binding the package.
The protective plastic is released
from the roll automatically based on
the measurements of the package. The
robot makes protective folds around
the package’s corners, and fuses them
closed. The protection is formed on
one end at a time and the cycle has
been prepared so that there is time to
protect central section packages from
both ends in the stacking cycle.

The robot also ensures that any
extra pieces of plastic left over from
the fusing are put into the rubbish
shaft or onto the belt. The robot
works on top of the package, aiming
to adapt the work phase it requires to
current processes without the need
for extra space in the package’s direction of travel.
The equipment has been patented and it has already been tested
in the factory. The first location for
a suitable saw is currently being
sought. In the best case scenario, we
hope that the first application will be
in production this year. We would be
happy to discuss further the equipment and opportunities for placing it
in a variety of layouts. 
More information:
KARI KIISKINEN
+358 (0)50 538 0825
kari.kiiskinen@heinolasm.fi

NEW
STURDY HEINOLA
profiling units for
machining side boards
AS part of the development work for
our saw lines, we have renewed our
profiling units, with which side boards
can be profiled into the side of the log
or cant. HEINOLA’s speciality is primary breakdown side board optimisation and using the data from the log
scanner to profile directly into the log
without first making it into cants. For
this, and for the profiling of the side
boards in the secondary breakdown,
we needed a more powerful unit to
work the wood with bigger cuts.
We have increased the sturdiness of the frame by constructing it
in a significantly more robust way. At
the same time we have increased the
size of the profiler heads, as well as
increasing the power of their rotating
motors. The power of the main motors
of the unit, which are capable of working four side boards, is now 4 x 90 kW.
This unit’s weight, including the cut

supporting roller units, is 35 tonnes in
total. The profiling unit can be used to
make small changes either as advance
sawing or post sawing. It is still important that all sides of the side boards
to be prepared are prepared by being
worked by the saw blade.
Along with the increase in power,
the power of the electric servos that
move the profiler heads, as well as
the movement speed, have been increased to correspond to the modern,
fast saw lines and to reduce the potential gap between logs. The roller
unit structures surrounding the profiling unit have also been strengthened and standardised. In the feed
and receiver of the saw line’s main
machines, modulated, identical and
more powerful roller units are now
used. The yield of the profiling, after
the measuring and optimisation, corresponds to the yield after edging. 

Visitors to Heinola
FROM SWEDEN
AND CHILE

DURING the spring guests from Sweden
and Chile visited to learn more about Heinola’s operations. 

1976 Workshop for Kitee
As its first piece of billable work,
Insinööritoimisto Olli Heikinheimo created
an industrialisation design commissioned by
the Municipality of Kitee for Kiteen Puhos.
On this basis, Plan-Sell decided to construct
a second machine shop for Kitee, which
Heikinheimo was very familiar with.

1978 Peak
turnover
At its peak in 1978,
the turnover of PlanSell’s machine shop
operations was around
150 million Finnish
markka.

1982 Sale of the sawmill machinery business
With the Kitee sawmill taking up all releasable funds, Plan-Sell
decided to sell the Heinola machine shop business. Traditional
sawmill machinery manufacturer A. Ahlström Oy wanted to
complete its range of sawmill equipment products. With a deal
signed on 14 April 1982, all business operations of Plan-Sell Oy
and Insinööritoimisto Olli Heikinheimo Ky were sold to Ahlström.

1980
1975 huge deal

1977 Sawmill to Kitee

In Moscow, Plan-sell sealed Finland’s biggest sawmill machinery deal, to the tune
of 20 million roubles, or over 120 million Finnish markka. The order covered 12
dry sorting lines with packaging plants. In the autumn a follow-up order was
made for 22 dry sorting lines with spare parts, for a purchase price of 40 million
roubles. This gave Plan-Sell a delivery contract with a total value exceeding 300
million Finnish markka. Delivery of the contract took place from 1976 to 1979.

Construction work for the sawmill
began in Kitee in summer 1977,
production began in late 1978.
This brought with it a great deal
of new technology, such as edger
optimisers.

1981 Heinola workshop
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HEINOLA Automation
POWERFUL DEVELOPMENT
We have renewed our automation platform and standardised product brands,
as well as reducing the components in
the automation control.
REPLACING A PLATFORM
Currently we use Siemens devices in
all controls carried out with PC and
PLC applications. In these applications
PROFINET allows for comprehensive
remote control right up to device level.
The aim of this choice is to ensure a
long life cycle for our products, and
guarantee the availability of spare parts
around the world.

helps to explain disturbances in the
saw line.
• With the help of the electric servo’s
torque control, control of the counterNEW AUTOMATION PRODUCTS
pressure rolls has been implemented
• We have produced synchronous conwith constant force.
trol direct from automation equipPROGRAM COMPONENTISATION
•
The position of the base of the bin is
ment, regardless of the frequency
Having standardised program libraries
measured with laser measurement,
converter brand.
improves maintainability, and testing • Monitoring the progress of the wood
thus leading to exact control of the
programme segments in advance shortens the commissioning period.

base and reducing the number of assembly components significantly.

REPORTING AND DATABASES
All automation systems supplied by
HEINOLA are supplied with plant-specific reporting and database systems and
interfaces for the customer’s production
management systems. 

Chipping expertise to
JAPAN
THE use of bioenergy is on the rise deals regarding the HEINOLA 1310
in Japan too. The turning point here RSE model, which left for Hokkaido
was the notorious Fukushima nu- at the end of June. The chips from
clear power disaster. Alternatives this station will go to the new 25,000
for energy production are now being kW power plant, which is due to be
sought in Japan from the sun, wind, completed at the same time. Moreoearth and biofuels, such as wood ver, this year we will also be delivering two new model 75RSE chippers
chips.
The HEINOLA’s product repre- to Japan. 
sentative in Japan, KOEKI,
has also been active in this
field, and the first chipping
station constructed around
a HEINOLA chipper will be
prepared in Japan in autumn 2015. Masamine Noda
from KOEKI brought Koryo's
owner, Mr Konno and his
wife to visit us. We joined
them on a tour of domestic chipping stations in NoMr & Mrs Konno and in the centre Mr Noda
vember. After this we made
At Rovaniemi chipper station.

HEINOLA edger

optimiser to Kuusamo
PÖLKKY OY has ordered a new
edger optimiser from HEINOLA for its
Kuusamo saw line. The delivery will
take place in October this year. The
optimiser has been equipped with an
unscrambler, a grading table equipped
with cassette lugs and a new type of
centring and feed conveyor.
The board is measured using
HEINOLA’s double-sided scanner. In
optimisers equipped with this measuring construction, there's no need to

turn the board. Disruptive elements are
minimised and capacity can remain
high at all times.
We are also equipping the optimisers with a new generation control and
optimisation computer. The control is
carried out by a Siemens control computer, which we have selected as the
new platform for programs in edging,
as well as elsewhere in our new optimisers on different product lines. 

1990 New purchases
The company’s position was further
strengthened by the purchase
from a major competitor, as Valmet’s lumber processing business was
bought in 1989. Chipper operations were strengthened by the purchase
of Perusyhtymä’s chipper manufacturing facilities located in Hämeenlinna,
in the same year. This is when Heinola took shape as a multifaceted
operator serving the sawmill industry.

1993 Sawmill construction boom
At the beginning of the 1990s a construction
boom for new saw lines began. In the space of
just a few years Heinola delivered around ten
saw lines to locations throughout Finland.

1997
Troponor became Sorb
Industri, and current main
owner Carl Bennet, from
Sweden, first bought into the
company.

1990
1990 Ahlström Sahakoneet Oy

1995 Troponor

Ahlström centralised Finland’s sawmill machinery operations in the mid
1980s in Heinola. Ahlström Sahakoneet Oy became the official name. As
an international company, Ahlström focused heavily on export activities.
Export deals were made for countries such as Japan, Australia and South
Africa. Central European countries were also involved in various projects.

Ahlström found a buyer in Sweden for the sawmill machinery business.
Having already purchased Swedish sawmill machinery manufacturers previously,
investment firm Troponor Invest AB purchased Ahlström Sahakoneet at the
beginning of 1995. Heinola Sawmill Machinery Inc. gained sister companies in
the form of Ari AB, Catech AB and later Renholmen AB.
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HEINOLA CARE
service options

SPARE PARTS

MECHANICAL
MAINTENANCE

AUTOMATION
MAINTENANCE

CONTRACTUAL
AND PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE

MODERNISATIONS

WOULD ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
MAINTENANCE SERVICES SUIT YOUR NEEDS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Alignment of saw lines
Log rotation testing
Mechanical inspection of saw lines
Aural inspection of saw line bearings

5.
6.
7.
8.

Inspection of servos
Periodic inspection of edging
Cant scanner SQSC inspection
Joint development day

REMOTE
SERVICES

HEINOLA

Drying kilns
SOLID DRYING KILN
CONSTRUCTION AND HEAVYDUTY DRYING COMPONENTS
The kiln is made from stainless steel
elements, and is long-lasting, maintenance-free, heat and moisture resistant
and well-insulated. This allows the use
of high temperatures in kilns. The wide
self-supporting wall panels are delivered either as 1.6 m or 2.4 m modules.
Our panels have half as many seams as
our competitors' panels, which halves
the time needed for installation. The
sealing compound is applied between
the seams before sealing the seams on
the inside.

All stainless steel products manufactured by HEINOLA have been designed to withstand cold and icy outdoor conditions and 90ºC heat inside
the drying kilns. Fans in the kilns are
supported by sturdy welded structures and the radiators are manufactured from plates thick enough to allow for pressure washing.

USING THE DRYING KILN LOFT
FOR SERVICE AND OTHER PURPOSES
HEINOLA drying kilns have been designed to be maintained and used
with the kiln operators in mind. All

service procedures can be carried out
from the kiln's loft, so there is no need
to enter the heat of the drying kiln itself.
The pool for measuring wet-bulb temperatures and temperature sensors are
located in the loft, so they are easy to
check. The sensor pipes for hot water
spraying can also be moved to the loft
if, for example, the nozzles need to be
replaced or cleaned. This can be done
while the drying kiln is in operation.
The grease pipes for the circulation fan motors can also be run to the
loft, allowing the engines to be greased

as required and when instructed, even
when the kiln is in operation. The exhaust fan motors in HEINOLA progressive kilns are outside the exhaust duct
rather than inside of it, which makes
them easy to service. This also enables
fresh air ventilation of the fan bearings,
which in turn prolongs the lifetime of
the exhaust fans.
The load press cylinders and cylinder rods are also located in the loft as
opposed to the hostile drying environment. They are therefore easy to service and the cylinders last longer. 

TEAM HEINOLA on tour 2015
ARAO, JPN
CHOCIWEL, PL
HAAPAVESI, FIN
IISVESI, FIN
IMAVERE, EST
JOUTSENO, FIN
KEMI, FIN

KORKEAKOSKI, FIN
LJUSNE, SWE
PIHLAVA, FIN
PODPOROZHYE, RUS
PYHÄNTÄ, FIN
SÄVAR, SWE
SHINTOTSUKAWA, JPN

STALOWA WOLA, PL
TACAUREMBO, UY
UIMAHARJU, FIN
VARKAUS, FIN
VIERUMÄKI, FIN
VIITASAARI, FIN
To be continued...

We have been
constructing a
number of new
sawmills around
the world.

2005 Japan

2008 Russia

2010 Sweden

2013 Russia

2000
2006
Sorb Industri became Lifco AB. Lifco was
listed on the Stockholm stock exchange
in autumn 2014. Lifco’s turnover is
approximately EUR 700 million.

2007

2010

In one of the most recent
developments in the sector,
Heinola gained the Estonian
company Hekotek AS from
Tallinn as a sister company.

Drying kilns
joined the
HEINOLA
product family.

2015
Our story
continues

Heinola Sawmill Machinery Inc, PO Box 24, 18101 Heinola, Finland, tel. +358 (0)3 848 411, www.heinolasm.fi/en

